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 Context 
Environment Systems has been carrying out agricultural field trial assessments for 
several years. Agricultural businesses conduct trials and evaluations on a wide range 
of agricultural and horticultural crops including early plant breeding screens, disease 
assessment trials, agrochemical evaluation, registration of new products and field 
scale trials for commercial demonstration to farmers and growing organisations. Since 
the management of a trials programme comprising of many plots is highly labour 
intensive the recent developments in unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) lend 
themselves to their application in the assessment of land allocation, crop physiological 
traits including responses to different stresses. Field trials comprising different plot 
designs and cropped with one or multiple species, are challenging to evaluate; 
measurements derived from drones can often be faster, more efficient, and more 
accurate. 
 

 
 
Drones are routinely used for monitoring and assessing crops and used extensively for crop trials 
 
What we did 
Working with a global food producer we carried out an eight-year UAV aerial 
monitoring programme in the UK and North America. We took a multi-disciplinary 
approach, layering technologies and technical solutions to monitor plant-based field 
trials to evaluate crop variety and product performance of UK varieties for adoption in 
North America. 
 
As well as traditional field trial evaluation methods, such as visual senescence, and 
plant vigour scorings, multispectral imaging sensors mounted on UAV platforms 
provided spectral measurements at seven key growth stages. The collection of 
multispectral images allowed us to derive several reflectance vegetation indices for 
dynamic estimation of biomass, greenness, nitrogen content, pigment composition, 
photosynthetic status, and water content. 
 
The UAVs were also equipped with high resolution RGB cameras to generate a digital 
surface model (DSM) to inform crop structure. Using structure from motion techniques, 
a dense 3D point cloud was created from which the plant height could be estimated.  
Plant height is recognised as a good proxy of biomass and often required as an input 
variable in crop models. UAVs provide the fine resolution required to capture detailed 
crop metrics at a micro-plot level; complementing this with Sentinel-2 satellite data 
improved the frequency of measurements and scale to national level. 
 
Results 
We carried out 550+ drone flights over 10 trial sites delivering spectral analytics and 
crop height metrics. During that time, we developed, integrated, and validated new 
algorithms for translating UAV spectral data into a quantifiable crop model, input 
parameters and developed yield and quality related models. This resulted in an 
increase in crop yields of 1 t/ha, reduced waste with targeted inputs minimising 
environmental impact ultimately delivering a more uniform and higher quality crop. 
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Multispectral UAV imagery of trial plots 

RGB UAV imagery of trial plots 

• Crop trial evaluation and 
assessments are very labour 
intensive 

• UAVs provide a solution that 
is faster more efficient and 
more accurate 
 

• 550+ drone flights 
• Spectral and crop height 

metrics delivered 
quantifiable crop models 

• Developed yield and quality 
models  

• Improved crop yield 
• Reduced inputs 
• More uniform crop quality 

Benefits 


